
Speech: Justine Greening: Speech at
the Business and Education Summit

Speaking on Thursday 6 July 2017 at the British Chambers of Commerce Business
and Education conference, Secretary of State for Education Justine Greening
said:

Thank you Adam for that warm introduction. I’m delighted to be here.

Education and business. I can’t think of a more powerful combination. And I
can’t think of a more important time – to bring education and business
together.

You in the British Chamber of Commerce recognise that. That partnership is
what this summit is all about. It’s why we’re here today.

Most of my working life has been in business, until politics.

My first job was in Morrison’s supermarket.

I worked at Murphy’s Engineering in Rotherham in the summer as a student,
processing invoices.

After that I became an accountant and spent 15 years in industry – before I
was privileged enough to become an MP.

I know you heard from the leader of the opposition earlier today.

I don’t know if he’s ever done a day’s work in industry or business. He can
speak for himself. But I have.

I’ve been on a journey – and it taught me three things:

Firstly, how important my education has been.

Secondly, how much untapped potential and talent there is in our country.

And thirdly, how critical business is for enabling that talent – for
unlocking it.

That’s why this amazing job – Secretary of State for Education – is so
important to me. Because as a state school kid, I can improve the system for
children who follow me – the children in school right now.

But also, I have the chance to bring together our common aims.

Great companies need great people. And my Department has a mission to give
our young people the very best start – to become those great people.

It’s about social mobility. Something that’s been part of my life – and I’m
sure many of your lives.
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It’s about opportunity.

It’s about reducing inequality.

It’s about making the most of ourselves as a country.

And we can only succeed in that mission if we work together.

And that’s what I want to talk about today.

How a skills partnership – between government and business – can create a
skills revolution.

Because that’s what we need. Never more than now. A skills revolution for
Brexit Britain. That’s the real strategy on migration.

It’s time to set ourselves a collective challenge – to develop our home grown
talent. Talent that I believe is spread evenly across our country.

What does that practically mean?

What do we need to do?

A skills revolution need a technical education revolution.

One that lifts up the quality and prestige of further education and technical
education in our country.

One that delivers on opportunity – through work based apprenticeships.

One that strengthens college-based education – and the technical routes that
young people can take.

And we need a cultural shift across our country. A mind-set change – to
recognise that opportunity. To reassert that businesses have the ability to
spread opportunity. And that this is a precious commodity.

Let me take these in turn.

I’ll start with technical education and further education – because it’s here
I feel that we have the furthest to go.

It’s clear to me that our further education sector needs more support. That
mean smarter decision making on the ground – to raise standards – so that
everyone who attends college receives quality provision.

That’s why we’ll continue to support colleges as they follow through on the
Area Review recommendations – that will make significant steps towards
placing our colleges on a firm financial footing.

But I want to put further support in place – to increase quality across the
sector to the level of our best colleges.

So I am establishing a Strategic College Improvement Fund to help weaker



colleges to up their game – with focussed support. Pilots for this fund will
begin in the Autumn Term – and I will set aside £15 million over the next two
years.

Quality provision also means drawing on the talents of the sector’s
outstanding leaders – so I will ask the FE Commissioner – Richard Atkins – to
take on an expanded role to support colleges in raising standards.

Richard has an exceptional record – including making Exeter College one of
the best in the country.

And I want more of the sector’s top talent to be able to contribute to the
wider system.

So I will also establish a programme for National Leaders of Further
Education – to badge the best principals and senior leaders across FE. These
leaders will be empowered to spread their expert knowledge, as well as mentor
and support weaker parts of the system.

But there is more long term support we can put in place. We need to do more
for teachers in technical education – those career professionals who will
lead the teaching of the new routes.

So over the next year I will bring forward a package of support for teachers
in FE.

As set out in the government’s manifesto, this will include a dedicated
programme to help industry experts join the profession – building an ever
close link between business and education.

And I will explore options for investing in further research into teaching
methods – research that is beginning to reap dividends for our school
teachers.

And I need your help. Because our young people in colleges need your
expertise.

These measures will help every FE college to be ready for the next phase of
our technical education reforms. For the next stage of our skills revolution.

The aim here is clear. To move beyond the current system – to a streamlined
set of just 15 technical skills routes. Each route will be a pathway to
skilled employment.

As part of these routes we will introduce a new certificate – the “T-Level” –
which will be a gold standard for technical and professional excellence.
Offered alongside apprenticeships, they will form the basis of our new
technical education system.

And because we need to beat countries with the best technical education –
countries like Germany, Denmark, the Netherlands and Norway – we need to
invest in more hours of skills training, in better quality skills training,
to rival their offers.



That’s why the Chancellor announced additional funding for T-Levels as part
of the March budget – rising to over half a billion pounds per year. The CBI
called it a “breakthrough budget for skills”.

Delivering these reforms will be a challenge.

I am clear there is only one way to get this right – through a genuine
partnership between business, government and education professionals.

This means we need a collective plan. One plan. One team for skills.

So in the Autumn I will bring together top leaders from the business
community – to agree the overall shape of the reforms.

This summit is only the beginning. Because businesses and colleges will be in
the room at every single point – so we drive the skills revolution together.

And one of the main areas of focus will be the high quality work placements –
that are a component of every T-Level. These will help to prepare young
people for skilled work. Our research shows they are beneficial to
businesses, colleges and young people.

But I can’t do that important piece of work without you. I need your help
again. T-Levels will only work, only be successful, if we can deliver these
work placements together.

We made a public commitment in the Spring Budget to fund work placements –
and we will draw on the £50m we received – to start this work in April 2018.

Of course, our T-Level offer isn’t remotely happening in isolation. T-Levels
are college based technical routes, but they follow on from our reforms to
apprenticeships.

These are moving in the right direction. The launch of the apprenticeship
levy this year – together with wider apprenticeship funding reforms later
this year – are important next steps.

I want to get the rollout of this new system right – particularly so that
small and medium sized businesses are properly supported to provide
apprenticeships.

None of this is easy. I know we’ve a tendency to focus on where we can do
better. But let’s not lose sight of how far we’ve already come.

We are on our way to 3 million apprenticeships – working in partnership with
British business. This is a big achievement. And today I can announce that we
have reached over one million starts since May 2015.

So for the first time, we now have the building blocks of a potentially world
class technical education system. Coming on the heels of our apprenticeship
reforms. Strong work based routes. Strong college based routes. Investment in
colleges and their staff – to fulfil their potential – and unlock the talents
of all our young people.



But there is more to do.

Finally, I said this means a collective mind-set shift. A cultural change.
And it does. Now is the moment for skills.

All of us need to ask ourselves what more we can do to create opportunity for
young people – to develop them.

Many of you are already doing that in spades. Thank you.

But we need to win the skills argument across the whole of British business –
that developing British human capital is probably the single biggest lever of
economic growth this country has.

The conversations we have, the encouragement we give, the extra challenge
that speeds up career development.

It’s ironic isn’t it. That the heavy lifting of the skills revolution will
happen out of sight. In a million little moments. The chat over the
photocopier. The forwarded email. The word of advice. Each one makes a
difference. Lifting someone up. Businesses up and down the country – lifting
the nation’s skills.

Many of you are the exemplars. Organisations like the Federation of Small
Businesses. You’re the ones that have already got this. I think I’m preaching
to the converted.

But let’s go out there and preach to the unconverted.

I want to create an army of skilled young people for British business. But I
need your help. Government can’t do it alone.

I know what it is like in business day to day. Making the P&L work, the
numbers add up. Keeping investors happy. The next deal to shore up revenues.
The next budget setting process.

I know that for many companies there are a million reasons to put off
decisions on our skills. But pushing them down the road is pushing our
country’s future down the road.

That’s what it is going to take.

It’s how we’ll shift the dial. Not just on skills, but also on social
mobility.

I cannot tell you how important I believe this is for the future. It is
important for our economy.

To boost our productivity – so we are right up there with the highest
performing economies.

It is important for our society.

To lift up areas of the country with a strong tradition of technical



education and skills. To level the playing field – and provide skilled
workers for companies who can’t find them.

And it’s important for our politics.

Because for too long we have been content to import the skills we need rather
develop them at home.

We know that migration has never been so high on the political agenda. So our
response has to be a bold plan for tackling the skills needs of our country.

Because unlocking our home grown talent is the best way to keep migration
down.

It’s important for the wellbeing of our country as a whole.

So the skills revolution is about setting out what works. How it works. And
why.

Getting companies that are happy to take great workers to realise that they
must play a role in skilling them up further.

You know as well as anyone the potential of taking rough diamonds and
polishing them up. And none of us want to waste that potential.

You’re not. So others need to do their bit – in building the human capital of
our country.

So I want every company to step forward to help. Offer an apprenticeship. A
work placement. Or support the fantastic work of the Careers Enterprise
Company. To add your knowledge and expertise to the skills revolution.

Because we need a lot more skilled workers – from catering to digital. More
trained coders. More engineers. More modern construction experts. All the
skills that Britain needs.

Britain as a country has been accelerating – generating jobs and growth. More
people working than ever before. More women working than ever before.

But as an economy – as a country – we’ve got another gear in us. So we now
need to shift up. To our top gear.

I am committed to working with the business community – a community I was
part of for so long – on how to make this skills revolution happen. I want it
changed in a generation.

It’s our generation that will steer this country through Brexit and beyond.

We have no time to lose.

We need to be determined, resolute. Our skills revolution will be Britain’s
greatest challenge.

But it’s a challenge we can and must rise to.



There will be those in our politics, in our society, who see business as part
of the problem. But I know you’re part of the solution.

It was business that gave me the opportunities that were so priceless.

There will be those who cannot see beyond the problems – the difficulties of
today. And yes, let’s deal with these difficulties.

But we also have to lift our sights from where we are today – and look to
where we need to get to. What we are aiming for.

A skills revolution. A technical education revolution. That is how we meet
those challenges – head on. It’s how we build our future.

And it’s how we put our country’s destiny fully in our people’s hands.

Press release: Sir Alan Duncan
statement on the Venezuelan National
Assembly attack

The Rt. Hon Alan Duncan, Minister of State for the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office said:

I deplore yesterday’s attack on the democratically elected Venezuelan
National Assembly and the aggression towards MPs by pro-government
supporters. This unchecked violence is contemptible and unacceptable. I urge
the Venezuelan Government to take appropriate measures to guarantee the
safety of the National Assembly and all MPs.

The continued escalation of violence and lack of protection provided by
Venezuelan law enforcement organisations to the National Assembly is a threat
to the principles of democracy. I call on the Venezuelan Government to
respect Venezuela’s Constitution and the inviolability of its democratic
institutions.

Press release: Foreign investors see
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opportunities in Scotland

This led to over 5,500 new jobs being created providing security and
stability to thousands of families.

In another record year, the UK attracted 2,265 foreign direct investment
projects which led to the creation of nearly 15,000 new jobs across the
country.

UK Government Minister Dr Ian Duncan said:

Today’s figures show that Scotland and the whole of the UK is
continuing to be an attractive destination for foreign investors
who are recognising that our skills and world class industries are
second to none.

We want this trend to continue and see even more investment, and I
would encourage businesses to work with the UK Government’s
Department for International Trade who support businesses to reach
markets around the world through their global network of embassy-
based trade experts.

International Trade Secretary, Liam Fox, said:

These results are great news for Scotland. As world leaders across
a range of sectors including life sciences, oil and gas and
financial services, it’s great to see foreign investors recognising
the country’s excellence.

As an international economic department, the Department for
International Trade will continue to promote the UK as a whole to
potential investors and support Scottish Development International
to attract inward investment.

The figures published today show that the US retains the top spot accounting
for 577 projects of all inward investment projects to the UK. China
(including Hong Kong) remains in second place with 160 projects and last
year’s third place India is joined by Australia and New Zealand in joint
third place with 127 projects each.

Demonstrating the diversity of the UK’s economy, sectors that performed
particularly well include technology, renewable energy, life sciences and the
creative industries which all saw an increase in the number of projects.

As part of the government’s drive to attract inward investment, in January
this year the department launched a major global marketing campaign – Invest
in GREAT Britain and Northern Ireland – to promote the UK’s offering to
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international investors.

To date, the campaign has generated 1.4 million page views of the invest
section of the great.gov.uk digital service and recorded over 540 prospective
investor enquiries.

Press release: Expert panel recommends
further tests on cladding and
insulation

The independent expert panel on safety has advised further testing as the
next step to be conducted in helping landlords to ensure the safety of their
buildings.

These large scale tests will help establish how different types of Aluminium
Composite Material (ACM) panels in combination with different types of
insulation behave in a fire.

The results of these tests will help landlords make decisions on any further
measures that may need to be put in place to make their buildings safe
following the Grenfell Tower fire. These tests will be undertaken by the BRE
and will not require any new samples from buildings.

Earlier this week the panel brought together a group of technical experts
from a wide range of professions and organisations. The group discussed the
processes that had been followed to identify whether buildings had ACM panels
and the advice provided to building owners on interim measures and agreed
that these were the right first steps.

The further tests – which will look at 3 different types of ACM cladding
combined with different types of insulation – will be in accordance with
British Standard 8414 in line with the panel’s advice. This involves building
a 9 metres tall demonstration wall with a complete cladding system –
including panels and insulation – fixed to it, and then subjecting it to a
fire that replicates a severe fire in a flat breaking out of a window and
whether it then spread up the outside wall.

In addition, the Expert Advisory Panel recommended issuing further practical
advice on immediate steps landlords can take to identify their wall materials
including insulation, which will be published shortly.

The government has now commissioned the Building Research Establishment to
undertake these tests as a matter of urgency. The results will be made
publically available. Landlords will be expected to take their own
professional advice on what is required for their buildings in the usual way.
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The expert panel has concluded that 6 combinations of cladding systems should
be subjected to the BS8414 test procedure. The detailed design of each of the
6, will be reviewed by the panel to ensure that it is representative of the
systems that are in common use including the way it is fixed.

The 6 systems will incorporate each of the 3 common types of aluminium
composite material panels, with core filler materials of unmodified
polyethylene, fire retardant polyethylene, and non-combustible mineral. The 2
insulation materials used in the testing will be rigid polyisocyanurate foam
or non-combustible mineral wool.

This is stock footage of large scale testing

Further practical advice on immediate steps landlords can take to identify
their wall materials including insulation will be published on
www.gov.uk/dclg.

The appointment of the Expert Panel was announced on 27 June 2017. The
initial meeting of the Expert Advisory Panel took place on Friday 29 June.
Following that meeting the Panel called together experts on Monday 3 July
2017.

Read the Explanatory note on safety checks and testing published on 30 June
and the advice provided to building owners on interim measures published on
22 June.

Press release: Brokenshire provides
further details of political donations
policy to MPs

The Secretary of State has written to MPs to provide further details
regarding the move to full transparency of donations and loans to NI
political parties.

The Secretary of State for Northern Ireland, Rt Hon James Brokenshire MP, has
written to MPs to provide further details regarding the move to full
transparency of donations and loans to Northern Ireland political parties.
The letter, which was addressed to the shadow Secretary of State, Owen Smith
MP, and placed in the libraries of both Houses, can be found here.

In January, the Secretary of State wrote to the Northern Ireland parties to
propose moving to full transparency and to seek views on the date from which
transparency should take effect. The Secretary of State’s letter and the
responses of the parties, Electoral Commission and the Committee on Standards
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in Public Life can be found here.

The change, which will be made by secondary legislation, would apply to all
donations and loans received on or after 1 July 2017 and enable publication
of donor information from the autumn. The proposed legislation is currently
the subject of statutory consultation with the Electoral Commission.
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